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Florida; and 3Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, Columbia University, New York, New YorkABSTRACT The nucleus has a smooth, regular appearance in normal cells, and its shape is greatly altered in human pathol-
ogies. Yet, how the cell establishes nuclear shape is not well understood. We imaged the dynamics of nuclear shaping in NIH3T3
fibroblasts. Nuclei translated toward the substratum and began flattening during the early stages of cell spreading. Initially,
nuclear height and width correlated with the degree of cell spreading, but over time, reached steady-state values even as the
cell continued to spread. Actomyosin activity, actomyosin bundles, microtubules, and intermediate filaments, as well as the
LINC complex, were all dispensable for nuclear flattening as long as the cell could spread. Inhibition of actin polymerization
as well as myosin light chain kinase with the drug ML7 limited both the initial spreading of cells and flattening of nuclei, and
for well-spread cells, inhibition of myosin-II ATPase with the drug blebbistatin decreased cell spreading with associated nuclear
rounding. Together, these results show that cell spreading is necessary and sufficient to drive nuclear flattening under a wide
range of conditions, including in the presence or absence of myosin activity. To explain this observation, we propose a compu-
tational model for nuclear and cell mechanics that shows how frictional transmission of stress from the moving cell boundaries to
the nuclear surface shapes the nucleus during early cell spreading. Our results point to a surprisingly simple mechanical system
in cells for establishing nuclear shapes.INTRODUCTIONThe nucleus, the largest organelle in mammalian cells, has a
smooth, regular appearance in normal cells. However, nu-
clear shape becomes altered in a number of pathologies
such as cancer (1–5) and in laminopathies (6–9). The control
of nuclear shapes for cells is particularly important because
nuclear shape may directly control gene expression (10–12).
Because the nuclear envelope binds to chromatin and orga-
nizes the genome spatially (13–16), tuning nuclear shape
may be a mechanical mechanism for controlling access
of transcription factors to chromatin, and thereby gene
expression.
How the cell shapes the nucleus is not understood. Given
the high rigidity of the nucleus, significant and dynamic
changes in nuclear shape are expected to require forces
that far exceed thermal forces in the cell. Such forces likely
originate in the cytoskeleton, which is known to link to the
nuclear surface through the LINC (linker of nucleoskeleton
to cytoskeleton) complex (17–19). Candidates for shaping
the nucleus include microtubule motors that can shear the
nuclear surface (20,21) and intermediate filaments that can
passively resist nuclear shape changes by packing around
the nuclear envelope or transmitting forces from actomyosin
contraction to the nuclear surface (22,23). The actomyosin
cytoskeleton that can push (24), pull (25,26), or shear andSubmitted December 19, 2014, and accepted for publication July 7, 2015.
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0006-3495/15/08/0670/17drag the nuclear surface (27,28) is also assumed to be a sig-
nificant component of the nuclear shaping machinery in the
cell.
In this article, using a combination of experiments to
disrupt the cytoskeleton and the LINC complex, and math-
ematical modeling and computation, we show that the mo-
tion of cell boundaries drives changes in nuclear shapes
during cell spreading. Our results point to a surprisingly
simple mechanical system in cells for establishing nuclear
shapes.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture, plasmids, and drug treatment
NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) with 4.5g/L glucose (Mediatech, Manassas, VA) supplemented
with 10% donor bovine serum (DBS, Gibco, Grand Island, NY) and
1% Penicillin Streptomycin (Mediatech). Mouse embryonic fibroblasts
(MEFs) were cultured in DMEM, supplemented with 10% DBS. All cells
were maintained at 37C in a humidified 5% CO2 environment with passage
at 80% confluence. For microscopy, cells were transferred onto 35 mm
glass-bottom dishes (World Precision Instrument, Sarasota, FL) treated
with 5 mg/ml fibronectin (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) at 10% conflu-
ence. Transient transfection of plasmids into cells was performed with Lip-
ofectamine 2000 reagent (Life Technologies/Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) in
OPTI-MEM media (Life Technologies/Invitrogen). For drug treatment
studies, Y-27632 (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA), Blebbistatin (EMD
Millipore), or ML-7 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added to the cells
for inhibiting myosin activity at concentrations of 25, 50, and 25 mM,
respectively. Nocodazole or Colcemid (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to disrupt
microtubules at a concentration of 0.83 and 0.27 mM, respectively. Tohttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.07.006
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D (Biomol, Plymouth Meeting, PA) and 5 mM Latrunculin A (Cayman
Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI).Cell spreading and trysinization assay
In the cell spreading assay, cells were trypsinized and then seeded onto
fibronectin-coated glass-bottomed dishes. They were next incubated at
37C in 5% CO2 for varying times and then fixed with 4% paraformalde-
hyde for 20 min. For myosin inhibition and disruption of F-actin and micro-
tubule, the cells were pretreated with the appropriate dose of drug for 1 h,
trypsinized, and resuspended in cell culture medium containing the same
dose of drug. They were next seeded in the presence of the drug for varying
time before fixation. In other drug treatment experiments, cells were al-
lowed to grow on fibronectin-coated glass-bottom dishes for 24 h. They
were then incubated with drug-containing medium for 1 or 2 h, after which
the cells were fixed and stained. In the trysinization assay, cells were trans-
fected with green fluorescent protein (GFP)-histone H1.1 and RFP-LifeAct
(Ibidi, Verona, WI), and cultured on fibronectin-coated glass-bottom dishes
for 24 h. After placing the dish onto the microscope stage, the culture
medium was removed and the dish was washed once very gently with phos-
phate buffered saline (PBS). Then 0.25% (w/v) trypsin (high concentration)
or 0.08% (w/v) trypsin in serum-free medium (low concentration) were
added to detach the cells from the substratum.Fixation and immunocytochemistry
Cells were first fixed with 4% (m/v) paraformaldehyde (Electron Micro-
scopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) for 20 min and then mounted with ProLong
Gold Antifade Mountant (Life Technologies). To visualize F-actin and
nuclei, the fixed cells were incubated with 1:40 Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin
(Life Technologies) and 1:100 Hoechst 33342 (Life Technologies) for 1 h at
room temperature, respectively. To immunostain microtubules, cells were
first treated with microtubule extraction buffer containing 0.5% (m/v)
glutaraldehyde, 0.8% formaldehyde, and 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for
3 min before fixing with 1% (m/v) paraformaldehyde for another 10 min.
Then a freshly prepared 1% (w/v) sodium borohydride in PBS solution
was added to the cells for 10 min followed by blocking in 1% (m/v) bovine
serum albumin in PBS. The cells were then incubated in 4C overnight with
rabbit polyclonal antibody to a-tubulin (1:1000, Abcam, Cambridge, MA)
in 1% bovine serum albumin containing solution, washed with PBS and
then incubated with Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG (HþL) antibody (1:500, Life
Technologies) at room temperature for 1 h.Protein silencing
Short-hairpin RNAs targeted to SUN2 (50-tcggatcttcctcaggctatt-30), Ne-
sprin-2G 30UTR (50-gcacgtaaatgacctatat-30), or Luciferase (50-gtgcgttgttag-
tactaatcctattt-30) were PCR and cloned into retroviral plasmid vector. 293T
cells were transfected with the plasmid and pseudotyped envelope proteins
to make virus by calcium phosphate transfection. Viruses were harvested
24 h after transfection. Then NIH 3T3 cells (0.5  105 cells/12 well)
were infected by virus (0.6 ml virus) with 4 mg/ml polybrene and replated
the second day. Cell culture media were changed to DBS DMEM overnight
before cell spreading assay.Western blotting
Transfected samples were harvested with 1X Laemmli sample buffer and
boiled at 95C for 10 min. Amersham Protran Premium 0.2 NC
(10600004 GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) membrane was used for
protein transference. Primary antibodies to probe proteins of interest in
Western Blot were rabbit anti-SUN2, rabbit anti-Nesprin-2G (28), andmouse anti-GAPDH (clone 6C5, Life Technologies). LI-COR IRDye
680RD donkey antirabbit IgG (926-68073) and IRDye 800CW donkey anti-
mouse IgG (926-32212) were used. Signals were detected by Odyssey LI-
COR system (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE). Images were processed
by ImageJ (NIH).Microscopy and image analyses
Fixed cells were imaged on a Nikon A1 laser scanning confocal microscope
system (Nikon, Melville, NY) with 60/1.40NA oil immersion objective.
The live cell imaging was conducted on the same system within the envi-
ronment of 37C and 5% CO2. For measuring the nuclear height, z-stacks
were taken at an interval of 0.3 mm and the x-z view projections were recon-
structed using the NIS Elements application (Nikon). The maximum pro-
jection intensity analysis was applied to the x-z images of the stained
nucleus, and the top and bottom edges of the nucleus were determined
with the full width at half maximum (FWHM) technique (29) in MATLAB
(The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The height was calculated as the distance
between the top and bottom nuclear edge. Nuclear x-y dimensions (major
and minor axis) were measured using ImageJ. The aspect ratio was calcu-
lated as the height divided by the length of the major axis in the x-y plan.
The nuclear volume measurements were performed using Volocity Demo
(Perkin Elmer, Akron, OH).Computational model for nuclear deformation
during cell spreading
Constitutive model for cytoskeletal network stress
The assumed constitutive equation for the stress tensor in the network phase
of the cytoplasm is as follows:
s ¼ 2m _εþ ðsc þ l7$vÞI; (1)
where I is the unit dyadic, _ε ¼ 1=2ð7vþ7vTÞ is the rate-of-strain tensor,
and m and l are viscosity parameters. Equation 1 models the cytoskeletal
network as a compressible contractile network. Network density changes,
which may affect these properties, are assumed to equilibrate by local as-
sembly/disassembly over the slow timescale of cell spreading; therefore,
no continuity equation for the network density is required. Because network
volume is not locally conserved, Eq. 1 reflects both shear and expansion/
compression strains. If the strains caused by both modes of deformation
have the equivalent resistances, then we can assume l~0, reducing Eq. 1
to a single viscosity parameter m. In linear elasticity, this is analogous to
assuming Poisson’s ratio is zero such that the Young’s modulus (a measure
of longitudinal stiffness) equates to twice the shear modulus (a measure of
shear stiffness).
The longitudinal transmission of normal stress to a surface because of
distant moving boundary is an important property of Eq. 1 that is relevant
to our model for cell spreading. To illustrate this, consider first a one-dimen-
sional case of a contracting network that is fixed at one end ðvxðx ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0Þ
and moving with velocity V at a distance x ¼ L (i.e., vxðx ¼ LÞ ¼ V). The
stress balance7$s ¼ 0 in the x-direction is as follows:
dsxx
dx
¼ 2m d
2vx
dx2
¼ 0: (2)
Applying the boundary conditions yields the following velocity field:
vxðxÞ ¼ Vx=L; (3)
as well as the following stress field:
sxx ¼ sc þ 2mV=L; (4)Biophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686
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lating the one boundary at x ¼ L at speed V transmits an additional stress
2mV=L to the surface at x ¼ 0 because of longitudinal friction, which is pos-
itive for expansion ðV > 0Þ, and negative for compression ðV < 0Þ.
Now consider a spherical cell of radius R with a nucleus of radius Rn,
under the assumption of spherical symmetry, the stress balance in the cyto-
plasm is as follows:
dsrr
dr
þ 1
r
ð2srr  sqq  sffÞ ¼ 0; (5)
where
srr ¼ sc þ 2m dvr
dr
;
vr
sqq ¼ sc þ 2m
r
; (6)
vr
sff ¼ sc þ 2m
r
:
Now assume that new network is assembled at the cell membrane and
moves centripetally with speed va, and allow the cell radius to expand at
speed V (ignoring for now any volume constraints). Substituting Eqs. 6
into Eq. 5 and applying the boundary conditions, vrðr ¼ RnÞ ¼ 0 and
vrðr ¼ RÞ ¼ V  va yields the following r-velocity field:
vr ¼ ðV  vaÞ r
R
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r
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R
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Equation 6 then provides the following rr-component of the stress tensor:
srr ¼ sc þ 2mðV  vaÞ 1
R
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3! ; (8)
such that stress of the nucleus surface is as follows:
srrðr ¼ RnÞ ¼ sc þ 2mðV  vaÞ 1
R
3 
1

Rn
R
3!: (9)
(In the small gap limit, L ¼ R Rn  R, Eqs. 7 and 8 become equiva-
lent to Eqs. 3 and 4.) Therefore, similar to the one-dimensional
case, the net tensile stress on the nucleus is increased by movement
of the cell boundary to expand the network, but it is also reduced by as-
sembly of network at the membrane and the resulting centripetal flow,
which causes compression of the intervening network. In this way, the
movement of the cell boundary and network assembly at the cell mem-
brane can modulate the stresses on the nuclear surface. In general, the
nucleus will tend to distort to follow the changes in cell shape and will
follow the flow field generated by network assembly at the membrane.
This is the basis for our model for nuclear shape changes during cell
spreading.Biophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686Model for cell mechanics
We apply a simple mechanical model of the cell that takes the following
into account: 1) the resistance of the nucleus to volume compression/expan-
sion; 2) resistance of the nuclear surface to area expansion; 3) tension of the
cell membrane; and 4) friction because of the centripetal flow of network
tangent to the adhesive substratum. The network normal stress on the nu-
clear surface is balanced by the nuclear internal tension tnuc (or pressure
when tnuc < 0) because of its resistance to volume changes, and the nuclear
surface tension Tnuc, because of its resistance to surface area expansion. The
internal nuclear tension is modeled as follows:
tnuc ¼ KlnðV=V0Þ; (10)
where K is the bulk compressibility and V0 is the unstressed volume. The
surface tension Tnuc of the nucleus is expected to depend on strained surface
area of the nuclear lamina A above the unstressed area A0. We note that sur-
face area undulations are evident in cross sectional images of nuclei, indi-
cating roughly 20% to 40% excess area. Therefore, to account for the
energy associated with smoothing the nuclear lamina, we estimated Tnuc
using the following equation, which is normally applied to calculate vesicle
surface tension accounting for thermal undulations (30):
A A0
A0
¼ Es
8pkc
ln

1þ A0
24pkc
Tnuc

þ Tnuc
k
; (11)
for A>A0, where k is the area extensional modulus of the nuclear lamina, kc
is its bending modulus of the lamina, and Es is a parameter that can be
considered the magnitude of the energy driving the undulations (equal to
kBT—Boltzmann’s constant multiplied by temperature—for undulations
driven by thermal energy). In this equation, the first logarithmic term dom-
inates at low area expansion (low lamina tension), whereas the second term
dominates at high area expansion. Assuming a value of Es ~100 kBT (Boltz-
mann’s constant multiplied by temperature) yields excess area in the
observed range, which is reasonable noting intracellular energy fluctuations
tend to be on the order of 100-fold larger that thermal fluctuations (31).
Except for the adhesive substratum, tangential traction stresses on cell and
nuclear membrane surfaces are assumed negligible (i.e., slip boundary condi-
tions). The normal stress exerted on the cell membrane is assumed to be
balanced by the cell’s internal hydrostatic pressure Ph (assumed uniform
throughout the cell and nucleus) and the stress because of membrane tension
Tmem. Becauseof thehigh cytoplasmicosmolality, cells are resistant tovolume
changes under typical cellular stresses, hence simulations were performed
under the constraint of constant cell volume, maintained by varying Ph.
For the boundary at the substratum, network flow at the substratum is
assumed to exert a tangential stress vector equal to hvðz ¼ 0Þ, where
vðz ¼ 0Þ is the network velocity tangential to the substratum. The limit
1=h/0 represents the case of perfect adhesion, such that vðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0
(no-slip boundary condition). In either case, it is assumed there is no
network flow in the direction normal to substratum.
To account for cortical actin assembly at the cell membrane, the net
boundary velocity is increased by the actin assembly speed va directed
normal to the surface, except near the substratum contact boundary, where
assembly occurs with speed vca directed tangential to the substratum. The
net local velocity of the cell membrane is therefore equal to the difference
between the network assembly velocity and the retrograde flow velocity.Model parameters
Parameter estimates
A list of parameters used in the simulations is shown in Table 1. It should be
emphasized that key qualitative conclusions from the model—network flow-
driven translation of the nucleus to the surface, nuclear flattening resulting
from cell spreading rather than network tension—do not strongly depend
TABLE 1 Model parameters
Parameter Symbol Value Source
Contractile stress sc 0.19 nN/mm
2 estimated from myosin-induced nuclear volume change
Nucleus bulk modulus K 0.25 nN/mm2 Ref (32), isolated Xenopus oocyte nuclei
Nucleus area modulus k 25 nN/mm Ref (32), isolated Xenopus oocyte nuclei
Membrane tension Tmem 0.1 nN/mm Ref (33), moving fish keratocytes; Ref (34)
Network viscosity parameter m 0.21 nN-s/mm2 Ref (35), adherent J774 macrophages
Nuclear lamina bending stiffness kc 3.5  104 nN-mm Ref (36), MEFs
Surface friction coefficient h varied
Network assembly speed at contact boundary with substratum vca 0.5 mm/min estimated from spreading speed
Network assembly speed at cell cortex va varied
Energy parameter in area expansion equation Es 3.2  104 nN-mm estimated from excess surface area
Nuclear radius Rn 6.3 mm measured
Cell radius (rounded) R 8.3 mm measured
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modulus k and nuclear bulk modulus K were obtained from measurements
by Dahl et al. (32), with the latter parameter value calculated from their
measured osmotic resistance to volume expansion. Values for the membrane
tensionTmem varywidely from0.01 to 0.3 nN/mm(33,34), so amidrangevalue
of 0.1 nN/mm was used (the quantitative predictions depend only weakly on
the value of this parameter). The network assembly speed at the contact
boundary vca was estimated from the observed initial speed of cell spreading
(0.5 mm/min). The assembly speed of network at the cell cortex va is not
known, but we show results for two cases: va ¼ vca and va ¼ 0, to demonstrate
that cytoskeleton assembly and resulting flow ðva > 0Þ is necessary for initial
translation and flattening of the nucleus against the surface. The value of
networkviscositywas estimated from the literature (35). The contractile stress
sc could be estimated from Eqs. 9 and 10, noting that volume was ~50%
reduced on myosin inhibition. If sc is assumed to be zero in this case, then
sc for the control case can be estimated from the volume difference. Under
typical values of other parameters, the second term inEq. 9 is relatively small,
such that scyK lnð2Þ for a 50% volume reduction. However, as in the main
text, a key prediction is that shape changes during spreading do not signifi-
cantly on this background network tension.
Parametric sensitivity
The key model predictions (translation of the nucleus to the substratum and
flattening of the nucleus during cell spreading) were found to depend only
on the following quantities. The speed of network assembly at the cortex
relative to the contact boundary assembly speed, va=v
c
a determines how
fast the nucleus translates to the surface while the cell spreads. The nuclear
envelope stiffness relative to viscous stresses (dimensionless ratio k=mvca) as
well as amount of excess nuclear surface area (reflected in Eq. 11) deter-
mines the extent of nucleus flattening in a fully spread cell. The substratum
adhesivity relative to the viscous stresses (dimensionless ratio hRn=m)
determines the steady-state cell spreading area (hence the amount of flat-
tening). Model simulations were found to not depend strongly on the
bulk modulus of the nucleus, because nuclear shape changes during flat-
tening can proceed without requiring volume compression (i.e., at constant
volume). The contractility parameter sc was unimportant because the ten-
sion this parameter quantifies was assumed to be uniform throughout the
cytoplasm, hence it acts uniformly on all surfaces, and motion is driven
by the divergence of the stress tensor, 7$s (see Eq. 1), in which case the
constant sc disappears. The assumed value of cell membrane tension rela-
tive to viscous stresses (dimensionless ratio, Tmemm=v
c
a) had a modest effect
on the curvature of the cell membrane of a spread cell but had little effect
the predicted cell spreading dynamics and nuclear shape changes.Methods for simulating cell spreading
The resulting quasistatic stress balance7$s ¼ 0 based on Eq. 1 is mathe-
matically equivalent to the classic problem of elastostatic deformation of anisotropic elastic medium. Therefore, axisymmetric velocity field vjðx0Þ
ðj ¼ r; zÞ at position x0 ¼ ½r zT can be obtained from the following bound-
ary integrals over the nucleus, substratum, and cell membrane boundaries
(represented by G) as follows:
cijvjðx0Þ þ 2p
Z
G
vjðxÞpijðx; x0ÞrdGðxÞ
¼ 2p
Z
G
TjðxÞuijðx; x0ÞrdGðxÞ; (12)
where uijðx; x0Þ and pijðx; x0Þ are velocities and tractions, respectively, arising
froma concentrated point force located at positionx, given byKelvin’s funda-mental solutions for the axisymmetric case for linear elasticity (see (37)), but
with the shear modulus replaced with m and the Poisson ratio set to zero. The
tensor cij is equal to theKronecker delta (identity tensor) dij , on the cytosplas-
mic domain and is a known tensor on the surface G. The boundary element
method was used to estimate the instantaneous velocities and stresses at the
boundaries (38), such that the evolution of cell and nuclear shapes could be
simulated by numerically integrating the boundary positions over time. The
cell surface was discretized into 100 axisymmetric quadratic boundary ele-
ments and the nuclear surface into 50 elements. Integrals on the elements
were approximated with 10th-order Gauss quadrature except strongly singu-
lar integrals, whichwereobtained fromanalytical rigid body translation (z-di-
rection) and plan strain (r-direction) conditions (37). At each time step, the
surface velocities and stresses were calculated under the constraint of
constant volume, and time-stepping was performed using the 4th-order
Runge-Kutta method. The constraint of constant volume was imposed by
simultaneously solving for the hydrostatic pressure Ph at each time step
that keeps the net volume change equal to zero. The node spacing was reset
at each time step by interpolation using cubic Hermite interpolating polyno-
mials (MATLAB function pchip). To prevent close approach of the nuclear
surface to the cell membrane (which is mathematically allowed by way of
Eq. 1, but creates numerical issues because of surface singularities in the
boundary element method), a close-range repulsive pressure was imposed
for close separation distances z of the form PðzÞ ¼ ðd=zÞ3ez=dd ¼
0:01 Rn. The initial condition was set to a nearly spherical cell with a small
contact area of ~0.5% of the total cell membrane surface area.RESULTS
Collapse of apical nuclear surface contributes to
nuclear flattening during early cell spreading
We used x-z laser scanning confocal fluorescence micro-
scopy of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts expressing GFP-histone to pre-
pare time-lapse images of the nucleus as they settled fromBiophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686
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distinct nuclear behaviors could in general be discerned dur-
ing the spreading. First, the nucleus translated toward the
base of the cell and the lower surface of the nucleus began
to flatten against the substratum in the first few minutes of
attachment (Fig. 1 A). The speed of initial translation of
the nucleus toward the substratum was surprisingly fast—
about 20-fold faster than would be expected from gravita-
tional settling (based on the assumed cytoskeleton viscosity
in Table 1). Next, the top surface of the nucleus collapsed
while the length of the flattened bottom surface stayed
roughly constant. This change in the nuclear shape happened
over a duration of 5 to 6 min (Fig. 1 B). In the third phase, the
collapsed nucleus increased in width at nearly constant
height (Fig. 1 C; see Fig. 1 D for quantification of the shape
in Fig. 1, A and C; these findings were consistent among five
other live cell imaging experiments; see Movies S1 and S2
for examples). By constructing x-z nuclear shapes from
different view angles, we confirmed that the flat nuclear
shapes were because of deformation of the nucleus instead
of already-flat nuclei toppling onto their sides (Movies S1
and S2 and Fig. S1 A in the Supporting Material. In addition,
by inverting the substrate on which the cells spread, weBiophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686confirmed that gravity did not affect the initial nuclear trans-
lation to the substratum nor the rate of the subsequent flat-
tening (Fig. S1, B–D). In addition, nuclear flattening only
occurred during cell spreading; inhibition of actin assembly
and cell spreading by cytochalasin D or latrunculin A pre-
vented nuclear flattening, as quantified by the aspect ratio
(height/major axis length) (Fig. 1, E–G).
Although cells spread continuously in the first 60 min,
increasing their spread area from less than 200 mm2 to
nearly 1400 mm2 (Fig. 2, A and B), the nuclei flattened
and reached a steady-state height early during cell
spreading in the first 20 to 30 min, when the cell itself
had only spread to less than 50% of its final area (Fig. 2,
A and B). Nuclear width stayed roughly constant during
the first 20 min (Fig. 2 C) and then increased steadily as
the cell spread. As seen in Fig. 2 D, the aspect ratio
decreased to around 0.25 by 30 min, indicative of a flat nu-
cleus with a width that is four times its height. We also
observed that there was a separation between the nuclear
surface and the cell membrane (Fig. 2 E), which increased
slightly and then decreased over time as the cell spread
and the nucleus flattened (reaching a peak separation of
around 2 mm). The increase in the separation coincidedFIGURE 1 The dynamics of nuclear flattening
during early cell spreading. (A–C) Vertical cross
sections of a nucleus in a cell that settles and
spreads on the substratum. The images were
captured using x-z laser scanning confocal fluores-
cence microscopy; the nucleus is expressing GFP-
histone H1. Three phases were discernible in the
nuclear flattening process: (A) a settling phase
where the basal surface of the nucleus contacted
the basal cell surface and started to spread, the
height was roughly constant during this time; (B)
a collapse of the top surface where the basal sur-
face of the nucleus did not spread much; and (C)
a widening phase where the basal surface of the
nucleus continued to spread and contributed to nu-
clear widening; the height was roughly constant in
this phase. Scale bar is 10 mm. (D) Plot shows nu-
clear height and contact length in (A–C) with time.
(E–G) Nuclei did not flatten when cell spreading
was prevented by inhibitors of actin assembly,
cytochalasin-D or latrunculin-A, based on nuclear
aspect ratio (height divided by the length of the
major-axis in the x-y plane) after 1 h spreading in
the presence of the drugs (n R 31, *p < 0.05; all
comparisons are with untreated control). Scale
bar in (E) is 20 mm in the x-y view and 5 mm in
x-z view. All data are shown as mean 5 SEM.
To see this figure in color, go online.
FIGURE 2 The nucleus flattens completely in a
partially spread cell. (A) Images show cells at
different stages in the spreading process. Nuclei
(blue) were completely flattened at roughly 20 to
30 min when the cells (green F-actin) had not
spread completely. Scale bar is 20 mm for the x-y
views and 10 mm for the x-z views. Also shown
are (B) average nuclear heights, (C) average nu-
clear widths, and (D) nuclear aspect ratio (height/
width) at different times during the cell spreading
process, and the corresponding areas of cell
spreading. The nuclear heights reached an approx-
imate steady state at around 30 min, when the cells
were spread to ~50% of the final area (n R 32
cells). (E) The apical surface of the cell was sepa-
rated by some distance from the apical surface of
the nucleus as can be seen in the vertical cross sec-
tions of the cell and nucleus. Scale bar is 10 mm.
(F) The gap between the top cell surface and the
top nuclear surface plotted with time (n R 25
cells). The gap increased at the beginning reflect-
ing the collapse of the nuclear surface and then
decreased over time to near zero levels. All data
are shown as mean 5 SEM. To see this figure in
color, go online.
Nuclear Shaping 675with the collapse of the top nuclear surface (compare
Fig. 2, B and F).Nuclear flattening does not require actomyosin
contraction in spreading cells
We pretreated well-spread cells with three different inhibi-
tors: Y-27632, a ROCK inhibitor;ML-7, amyosin light chain
kinase (MLCK) inhibitor; or blebbistatin, a direct inhibitor of
myosin II activity. Our approach was to pretreat cells for 1 h
at the appropriate dose, trypsinize cells, and to allow them to
attach for 1 h in medium containing the inhibitor (Fig. 3 A).
Neither blebbistatin (50mM)norY-27632 (25mM) interfered
with the nuclear flattening process observed in normal cells
(Figs. 3,A andB, and S2,A–D), suggesting that myosin II ac-
tivity is not required for nuclear flattening. However ML-7
(25 mM) treatment interfered with both nuclear flattening
and cell spreading (Fig. 3, A and B). To understand the differ-
ential effects of the drugs on nuclear flattening, we measured
the area of cell spreading (Fig. 3 C) and correlated nuclear
aspect ratio with the cell spreading area (Fig. 3 D; correla-tions between nuclear height and width with cell spreading
area are in Fig. S2, C and D).
The degree of cell spreading decreased dramatically in
ML-7 cells (Fig. 3, C and D). This revealed a potential
reason for the differential effects: ML-7 treatment prevented
cell spreading whereas Y-27632 or blebbistatin treatment
altered cell shapes but did not prevent cell spreading. Nu-
clear aspect ratios and cell spreading areas were comparable
in untreated control cells at 15 min (Fig. 2 D) and ML-7
treated cells (Fig. 3, B and C). Taken together, these data
suggest that the degree of cell spreading appears to be a pre-
dictor of nuclear flattening in myosin-inhibited cells. We
and others have shown in the past that inhibiting myosin
activity in well-spread cells rounds the nucleus (25,26). In
consideration of the above results, we examined the effect
of the three myosin inhibitors on nuclear height in well-
spread cells. Myosin inhibition again resulted in a rounded
nucleus only when the cell was rounded by the action of
the drug (Fig. 3 E). In these experiments, blebbistatin (but
not Y-27632 and ML-7) treatment resulted in rounded
cell morphologies; only blebbistatin-treated cells showedBiophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686
FIGURE 3 Nuclear flattening does not require
actomyosin contraction. (A) Images show cells pre-
treated with drug for 1 h, trypsinized, and then
seeded onto substrates for 1 h in the presence of
the drug. Cells in the presence of Y-27632 and bleb-
bistatin showed clear effects on the cell morphology
compared with the control, but the nucleus was still
flattened as evident from the x-z cross section.
ML-7 treatment on the other hand prevented the
spreading of the cell as well as the flattening of
the nucleus. Scale bar for x-y views is 20 mm and
for x-z views is 5 mm. (B) Nuclear aspect ratio
was larger in ML-7 treated cells reflecting unflat-
tened nuclei, consistent with the fact that the cells
were unable to spread in presence of ML-7 (C) Mi-
nor differences in aspect ratio on Y-27632 or bleb-
bistatin treatment reflect minor effects on degree
of cell spreading. (D) Aspect ratio correlates with
the degree of cell spreading. In ML-7 treated cells,
the cells were unable to spread (blue diamonds) cor-
responding to the large aspect ratio; none of the
other treatments prevented nuclear flattening but
concomitantly, they did not prevent cell spreading
(nR 31 for all conditions, *p < 0.05; all compari-
sons are with untreated controls). The experiments
in (E)–(H) show the corresponding results on treat-
ing well-spread cells (cultured overnight on fibro-
nectin-coated glass-bottom dishes) with myosin
inhibitors. Blebbistatin treatment rounded up
spread cells, and caused rounded nuclear shapes.
Images are shown in (E), whereas the scatter plots
of aspect ratio versus cell spreading area are shown
in (H). (F) and (G) show the average aspect ratio and
areas for the different myosin inhibitors (n R 24,
*p < 0.05; all comparisons are with untreated con-
trol). Scale bar in (H) is 20 mm for the x-y view and
5mmfor the x-z view. All data are shown asmean5
SEM. To see this figure in color, go online.
676 Li et al.rounded nuclear x-z cross sections (Figs. 3, F–H, and S2, E
and F, correlations between nuclear height and width with
cell spreading area are in Fig. S2, G and H).
We next examined whether myosin inhibition altered as-
pects of nuclear flattening, such as the initial collapse of
the top surface. Inhibiting myosin with Y-27632 did not
change the qualitative nature of the drop in nuclear height
(except for an initial lag time where the Y-27632 treated
cell is unable to spread and the nucleus does not flatten
in that time, Fig. S3 A) The distance between the apical
cell surface and apical surface of the nucleus during
collapse of the top surface increased significantly more
than control cells to a maximum of around 4 mm
(Fig. S3 B). Hence, myosin inhibition did not produce
qualitative changes in the nuclear spreading dynamics.
We did find that inhibiting myosin with Y-27632 decreased
the width of the flattened nucleus and its volume (Fig. S3,
C and D) by a measureable amount. Thus, although the
myosin inhibition does not alter nuclear flattening, it ap-
pears that actomyosin forces may contribute to some in-
crease in nuclear volume by widening the nucleus after
the initial flattening (Fig. S3 D).Biophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686We note that the differential effects of ML-7 on initial cell
spreading (which it prevents) and on already spread cells can
be explained by its differential effects on retrograde flow
in slow versus fast moving cells as shown by Jurado et al.
(39). In spreading cells where adhesions are relatively
smaller, ML-7 treatment causes complete disassembly of ad-
hesions and is predicted to increase retrograde flow and pre-
vent spreading, whereas in well-spread cells, the retrograde
flow would be reduced because of a decrease in the raking
of adhesions. Blebbistatin treatment prevented cell spreading
and nuclear flattening if cells were allowed to spread for
longer time (6 h, Fig. S3, E–G); thus blebbistatin uniformly
appears to decrease retrograde flowbut presumably it inhibits
adhesions at a slower rate, which would explain why it does
not completely inhibit initial cell spreading at 1 h.Intermediate filaments and microtubules
are dispensable for nuclear flattening in
spreading cells
Given that actomyosin contraction was not required for flat-
tening, but instead nuclear flattening correlated strongly
Nuclear Shaping 677with the degree of cell spreading, we examined the role of
the other two cytoskeletal structures in the cell: intermediate
filaments and microtubules. The nuclear aspect ratio was
measured and compared between wild-type mouse embry-
onic fibroblasts (vimþ/þ) and vimentin null MEFs (vim/).
Compared with control cells, the nucleus was more rounded
(although it was still significantly flattened to an aspect ratio
of 0.3) in vim/ MEF cells after 1 h of cell spreading
(Fig. 4, A and B), but consistent with our observations
above, the cell was comparatively less spread (Fig. 4 C).
Importantly, over longer time (12 h), the nucleus was flat-
tened in vim/ cells (Fig. 4 B). Thus, although the absence
of vimentin intermediate filaments reduced the rate of nu-
clear flattening, it did not have an effect on the extent of nu-
clear flattening. To test if myosin activity was causing
nuclear flattening in vim/ MEFs, we inhibited myosinFIGURE 4 The absence of intermediate filaments or the disruption of microt
mediate filaments are not required for nuclear flattening during cell spreading. T
cell seeding although vim/ nuclei are slightly rounded at 1 h into the spreadi
tening. Scale bar in x-y view is 20 mm and in the x-z view is 5 mm. (B) and (C) sh
ratio can be attributed to the corresponding (inversely related) differences in the
(0.83 mM) on nuclear flattening and cell spreading, and the effect of colcemid (0.2
and had flattened nuclei, while no microtubules were visible. Likewise, colcemid
did not alter nuclear height. Collectively the data suggests that microtubules are n
(E) aspect ratio and (F) spreading area of the cells under various conditions (nR
10 mm for x-y view and 5 mm for x-z view. All data are shown as mean5 SEMactivity in these cells with Y-27632. The nucleus was flat-
tened in myosin inhibited vim/ MEFs (Fig. 4 B).
Together, these results suggest that the nucleus can flatten
in the absence of myosin activity and intermediate fila-
ments. The experiments with these cells again point to a
strong correlation between the spreading area of the cell
and nuclear flattening.
To determine the role of microtubules in nuclear flat-
tening, we disrupted microtubules with nocodazole and col-
cemid. At a dose of 1.65 mM nocodazole, microtubules were
completely eliminated from the cell, but the cell was unable
to spread 1 h after seeding, and concomitantly, the nucleus
did not flatten (Fig. S4). Upon decreasing the dose to 0.83
mM, microtubules were greatly fragmented, but the cell
was not spread as well as the control cells at 1 h. At 6 h
into the spreading process, cells had no discernibleubules does not prevent nuclear flattening during cell spreading. (A) Inter-
he nucleus is flattened in vim/ cells similar to vimþ/þ cells at 12 h after
ng process. Y-27632 treatment in vim/ cells did not prevent nuclear flat-
ow the average aspect ratio and spreading areas; all the differences in aspect
degree of cell spreading (*p < 0.05, nR 30). (D) The effect of nocodazole
7 mM) on well spread cells. At 6 h, the nocodazole-treated cells were spread
treatment for 1 h disrupted microtubules in originally well-spread cells but
ot required to establish or maintain a flattened nucleus. Measurements of the
30, *p< 0.05; all comparisons are with untreated control). Scale bar in (E) is
.
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678 Li et al.microtubules (Fig. 4 D) but were able to spread (Fig. 4 F)
and the nuclei were flat (Fig. 4 E). We next allowed cells
to spread overnight and treated cells with 0.27 mM colce-
mid. The treatment did not cause cell rounding (Fig. 4 F)
even though microtubules were completely disrupted
(Fig. 4 D) and the nucleus remained flat (Fig. 4 E). Together,
both these results suggest that microtubules are not required
for nuclear flattening when cells are able to spread.Apical and basal actomyosin bundles are not
required for nuclear flattening during initial cell
spreading
Actomyosin stress fibers have been implicated in shaping
the nucleus (24). In light of our results above that suggest
that myosin activity is not required for nuclear flattening,
we examined the presence of actomyosin bundles in
spreading cells. In the first 20 min when the nucleus flat-
tened significantly, the average number of actomyosin bun-
dles above the nucleus was found to be ~0.2, i.e., one out of
five cells have one apical bundle (Fig. 5 A). The number ofBiophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686basal fibers under the nucleus coinciding with the time
of nuclear flattening was ~1–2 per cell (Fig. 5 B). We next
examined the correlation between the nuclear height and
the number of apical and basal bundles at different times
in the cell spreading process. Fig. 5 C shows three examples
where neither basal nor apical fibers could be discerned dur-
ing initial cell spreading, although the nucleus had been flat-
tened to a considerable extent. As seen in the plots, there
were several cells where no fibers are discernible (apical
or basal), but the nucleus is clearly flat (Fig. 5, D and E).
These results, combined with the myosin inhibition experi-
ments above argue against a mechanical explanation in
which apical or basal actomyosin bundles play a significant
role in flattening the nucleus during initial cell spreading.Nuclear flattening can be reversed by detachment
of the cell from the substratum
The different experiments described above seem to consis-
tently indicate that nuclear flattening is strongly correlated
with the extent of cell spreading. A rounded cell is predictedFIGURE 5 Apical and basal actomyosin bundles
are not required for nuclear flattening during initial
cell spreading. (A) Apical actomyosin bundles
were counted above the nucleus in spreading cells
(actin cables were visualized by phalloidin stain-
ing). Apical bundles appear only after 30 to
40 min by which time the nucleus has flattened
completely (n R 30). (B) In spreading cells, one
basal actomyosin bundle on average appeared un-
der the nucleus by around 15 min. Basal cables
were only counted if they ran beneath the nucleus.
Times represent time after initial seeding, nR 30.
(C) Images show examples at different times after
seeding of apical and basal F-actin stained cells
(green) that lack actomyosin bundles, but have
significantly flattened nuclei (blue). Scale bar is
10 mm for both panels. (D) and (E) show plots of
the nuclear height with the number of apical and
basal actomyosin bundles at 15, 20, and 30 min.
A number of examples can be seen where there
are zero apical or basal actomyosin bundles but
the nucleus is still significantly flattened (n R 30
cells). All data are shown as mean 5 SEM. To
see this figure in color, go online.
Nuclear Shaping 679to have a rounded nuclear x-z cross section, whereas a well-
spread cell is expected to have flat nucleus. To further test
the relationship between the degree of cell spreading and
nuclear height, we treated well-spread cells with trypsin
and measured the nuclear x-z cross section. At concentra-
tions of trypsin (0.25% w/v) normally used for cell passage,
the nucleus rounded up remarkably fast (in a few seconds)
coupled with fast cell rounding (Fig. 6 A). There was a
strong relationship between the degree of cell rounding as
measured by the contact length between the cell and the sur-
face of the substratum, and the nuclear height, at different
times during the trypsinization process (Fig. 6 B). We next
treated cells with trypsin at reduced concentrations (0.08%
w/v). This slowed the cell rounding process significantly
(several minutes). Consistent with the expectation that nu-
clear height is determined primarily by the degree to which
the cell is spread, the nucleus did not round until the cell had
significantly changed its shape through release of cell-
substratum adhesions (Fig. 6 C). This occurred over several
minutes (Fig. 6 D). These results strongly support the
concept that nuclear height correlates with the degree of
cell spreading.The LINC complex is not required for nuclear
flattening
The LINC complex has been shown to transmit mechanical
forces from the cytoskeleton to the nucleus (19). We there-
fore asked if an intact LINC complex is required for nuclear
flattening. The disruption of the LINC complex by overex-
pression of GFP-KASH4 (KASH4 is the KASH domain
from nesprin 4 that competitively binds to the SUN proteins,
but lacks the cytoskeletal linker domain) (40) slowed the
flattening of the nucleus (Fig. 7, A and B) but it also slowednormal spreading of the cells (see also Fig. 7, G and H).
Importantly, at 6 and 24 h (Fig. S5, A–C), GFP-KASH4
expressing cells were well spread and displayed flat nuclei.
Similarly, the knockdown (Fig. S5 D) of nesprin 2G (Fig. 7,
C and D) and SUN2 (Fig. 7, E and F) with shRNA interfer-
ence did not have any effect on nuclear flattening during
initial cell spreading (see Fig. 7, G and H for a statistical
comparison of all the data). The data indicates that an intact
LINC complex is not required for nuclear flattening and cell
spreading.
We next examined the effect of lamin A/C on the degree
of nuclear flattening (Fig. 8). At 60 min, MEFs lacking
lamin A/C (LMNA/) had more flattened nuclei compared
with WT MEFs. However, WT MEFs did not spread signif-
icantly at 60 min (Fig. 8 A). When allowed 6 h to spread,
however, WT MEFs were able to spread and flatten their
nuclei. These results suggest that the absence of lamin
A/C correlates with an increased rate of nuclear flattening,
leading to a flattened nucleus in LMNA/ MEFs compared
with WT MEFs during cell spreading.A mathematical model for nuclear flattening and
cell spreading
The presence of individual cytoskeletal elements (microtu-
bules, intermediate filaments), myosin activity, or an intact
LINC complex, which transmits forces from the cytoskel-
eton to the nucleus, is not required for flattening the nucleus
as long as the cell is able to spread. We found that inhibiting
F-actin polymerization that prevents cell spreading pre-
vented nuclear flattening (Fig. 1, E–G). Thus, nuclear flat-
tening correlates with the degree of cell spreading. Based
on these results, we propose a simple mechanical model
that shows that stresses arising from cellular shape changesFIGURE 6 Nuclear flattening can be reversed by
detachment of the cell from the substratum. Tryp-
sinization of cells rounded the nucleus (A) in a
remarkably short time of a few seconds. Impor-
tantly, the nuclear rounding closely followed the
cell rounding—the dynamics of height changes
(gray circles) and changes in contact length of
the basal cell surface (black circles) are similar
(B). Scale bar is 10 mm for both panels in (A).
This concept was tested further in (C) by trypsiniz-
ing cells at one-third the dose of the trypsin con-
centration used in (A). The nucleus rounded
much more slowly (several minutes) and closely
reflected the rounding up of the cell body (the nu-
clear height and cell contact length are shown in
(D). Thus, the degree of cell spreading determines
the degree of nuclear rounding during cell detach-
ment. Scale bar is 20 mm for both panels. All data
are shown as mean 5 SEM.
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FIGURE 7 The LINC complex is not required
for nuclear flattening during cell spreading. (A)
GFP-KASH4 expression in cells prevented flat-
tening of nuclei at 1 h, but also prevented cell
spreading. At 6 h into the spreading, the nucleus
did flatten in GFP-KASH4 expressing cells. Scale
bar in x-y and x-z views are both 20 mm. (B) Scatter
plots of nuclear aspect ratio versus cell spreading
area in GFP expressing (control) versus GFP-
KASH4 expressing cells; GFP-KASH4 expressing
cells did not spread well at 1 h after seeding, which
correlated with the expected response of a lack of
nuclear flattening. (C and D) Nesprin 2 knockdown
did not produce any effects on aspect ratio nor the
degree of cell spreading. (E and F) SUN2 knock-
down produced no effects on aspect ratio and
degree of cell spreading. Scale bar in x-y view is
20 mm and x-z view is 5 mm in (C) and (E). (G)
and (H) show comparisons of average aspect ratio,
and cell spreading area at the different conditions.
Only when the cell is not able to spread does the
nucleus remain unflattened (*p < 0.05, n R 35).
All data are shown as mean 5 SEM. To see this
figure in color, go online.
680 Li et al.and cytoskeletal network assembly from the apical cell cor-
tex are sufficient to explain nuclear translation to the surface
and flattening against the substratum. We modeled the cell’s
cytomatrix, i.e., the cytoskeletal network phase connecting
the nucleus to the cell membrane, as a contractile compress-
ible material that resists compression/expansion and shear
strains (similar to the approach by Dembo and coworkers
(41–43)). On the slow timescale of spreading (several mi-
nutes), only the viscous resistance to deformation is consid-
ered relevant (i.e., elastic forces are considered negligible
given the remodeling that occurs in the cell over long time-
scales), such that the stress tensor is proportional to the rate-
of-strain tensor, i.e.,
s ¼ 2m _εþ scI; (13)
where sc is the contractile stress because of myosin motor
activity, I is the unit dyadic, _ε ¼ 1=2ðVvþ VvTÞ is the rate-Biophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686of-strain tensor, and m is viscosity that measures the modu-
lation of stress due to both expansion/compression and shear
deformations of the compressible network phase. Note that
both shear and expansion/compression modes in _ε are rele-
vant because the network is assumed compressible. Equa-
tion 13 can be considered a slow-flow limit of the more
general two-phase reactive interpenetrating flow models
for cells developed by Dembo and coworkers (41–43) where
network contractile/viscous properties can be assumed to be
uniform and hydrostatic pressure gradients are assumed
negligible.
Solving the momentum balance7$s ¼ 0with the appro-
priate boundary conditions yields the stress and velocity
fields of the network. Before we discuss the full general
model for cell and nuclear mechanics during nuclear flat-
tening, we show a simple model that illustrates the key pre-
dictions of the general model. The simple model (Fig. 9 A) is
an approximate representation of the gap between the cell
FIGURE 8 Nuclei in LMNA/ MEFs flatten faster than WT cells.
Nuclei in WTMEFs are less flattened at 1 h after cell seeding (A) compared
with LMNA/ cells that have extremely flat nuclei. The degree of cell seed-
ing is small in WTat 1 h and increases by 6 h; LMNA/ cells, however, are
well spread at 1 h. Scale bar in the x-y view is 20 mm and in the x-z view it is
10 mm. The lack of cell spreading, higher nuclear heights and lower nuclear
widths at 1 h in WT cells compared with LMNA/ cells is evident in the
scatter plots of nuclear aspect ratio versus cell spreading area (B), as well
in the average values of nuclear aspect ratio and spreading area (C) and
(D) (*p < 0.05; n R 43; all comparisons are with WT cells at 1 h
spreading). All data are shown as mean5 SEM. To see this figure in color,
go online.
Nuclear Shaping 681apex and the nuclear apical surface when the gap is small
compared with the inverse curvature of the nucleus. The
main purpose of this model is to show how movements of
the top cell membrane and flow from the membrane of
network can exert a stress on the nuclear surface. To illus-
trate the relevant properties of a cell containing contrac-
tile/viscous medium obeying Eq. 1, consider a simplifiedone-dimensional case illustrated in Fig. 9 A, which repre-
sents the planar approximation of the local gap of length L
between the cell membrane and the nuclear envelope (the
exact derivation for a spherical cell is presented in Materials
and Methods). Let the gap expand at speed V by moving the
cell membrane and keeping the nuclear surface fixed, and
assume new network assembles at the cell membrane
(where f-actin is primarily generated) at speed va. In the spe-
cial case where V ¼ va, there is no network flow because the
network assembles at exactly the rate required to fill the vol-
ume behind the moving membrane. Otherwise, there will be
network expansion ðV > vaÞ or compression ðV < vaÞ, either
of which will modulate the stress on the nuclear surface at
the base. As derived in Materials and Methods, the resulting
velocity and stress fields for the 1-D approximation are as
follows:
vx ¼ ðV  vaÞ x
L
(14)
dv m
sxx ¼ sc þ 2m
dx
¼ sc þ 2ðV  vaÞ
L
: (15)
Because stress is uniform in this case, the tensile stress on
the nuclear surface is equal to sxx. From Eqs. 14 and 15,
the following important properties regarding transmission
of stress to the nuclear surface are evident: 1) expansion
of the gap ðV > 0Þ between the cell membrane and the nu-
clear envelope will increase the net tensile stress sxx on
the nuclear surface; and 2) compression of the gap ðV < 0Þ
or assembly of network at the cell membrane ðva > 0Þ will
decrease the net tension on the nuclear surface. An impor-
tant corollary to these predictions is that when the nuclear
surface stress is fixed (instead of fixing the nuclear surface
position), the nuclear surface will move at a speed such
that the gap expansion speed V satisfies the stress balance
in Eq. 3. For example, if the nuclear surface stress is
in balance with the network contractile tension, such that
sxx ¼ sc, then V ¼ va. Consequently, the nuclear surface
will move together with the membrane keeping V ¼ 0
when va ¼ 0, or it will move away from the cell membrane
at speed va when va > 0. In this way, the nuclear surface
movements will tend to follow the movements of the nearby
cell membrane boundary, but will also tend to move away
from cell membrane surfaces where network is being assem-
bled. These are the important properties of the network that
govern the more general model that now follows for nuclear
shape changes during cell spreading.
To model the case of a spreading cell (Fig. 9 B), new
network is assumed to assemble where F-actin is generated
at the cortex and at the cell edge on the substratum, but
not at any other substratum-cell membrane interface (see
Materials and Methods for model and simulation details).
Throughout the network phase, F-actin and the other
constituents of the cytoskeletal network (intermediateBiophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686
FIGURE 9 Mathematical model for nuclear
deformation during cell spreading. (A) Predictions
of a simplified one-dimensional model for the
cytoskeletal network spanning the gap between
the nuclear surface and the cell membrane. Move-
ment of the membrane relative to the nuclear sur-
face (speed V) or assembly of network at the
surface and resulting retrograde flow (speed va)
results in expansion or compression of the inter-
vening network, thereby generating a stress on
the nucleus surface. (B) Key components of the
model for a spreading cell. The model cell ac-
counts for 1) resistance of the nucleus to volume
expansion/compression; 2) resistance of the nu-
clear surface (lamina) to area expansion; 3) cell
membrane tension; and 4) the cytoskeletal
network phase of the cytoplasm, which is assem-
bled at the cell cortex and at the contact boundary
with the substratum. Centripetal flow of network
and the frictional resistance to shear and to vol-
ume expansion/compression causes movement of
the cell membrane and nuclear surfaces (surface
velocities of cell and nuclear surfaces are shown
by blue vectors). (C) Snapshots from a simulation
of cell spreading and nuclear shape changes
showing the three phases of nuclear deformation
observed experimentally: 1) vertical distension
and translation of the nucleus toward the substra-
tum, driven by flow of network from the apical
membrane where it is generated; 2) initial flat-
tening against the substratum with a decrease in
nuclear height and little change in nuclear width
as the cell begins to spread and the nuclear is
compressed vertically by the lowering upper cell
surface; and 3) widening of the nucleus with
lesser change in height, as the widening cell
boundary pulls the nucleus laterally. Widths and
height are plotted in (D). As in the experimental
observation, the nucleus quickly flattens vertically
early in the process of cell spreading, then widens
more slowly as the cell continues to spread. (E)
Plot of nuclear area and volume versus time.
While the nuclear volume remains nearly constant, the area expands until the assumed excess area is smoothed and the stiffer true surface area is reached,
at which point the surface area starts to level off toward a constant value. To see this figure in color, go online.
682 Li et al.filaments, microtubules) are assumed to assemble/dissemble
to reequilibrate the density and mechanical properties of the
network relatively quickly on the slow timescale of cell
spreading. As shown in Fig. 9 C (Movie S3), these assump-
tions and the constitutive stress equation (Eq. 1) are suffi-
cient to predict cell spreading very similar to the
experimental observations, including the observed initial
distension and net translation of the nucleus toward the sub-
stratum and initial flattening against the substratum. Cell
spreading is the result of assembly of network at the contact
boundary, which generates a centripetal flow of network.
Substratum adhesion hinders this centripetal flow, resulting
in a net outward expansion of the cell boundary near the
substratum. Expansion near the substratum corresponds to
retraction of the upper cell surface away from the substra-
tum to preserve cell volume (assumed constant because of
the cell’s osmotic resistance to volume changes). BecauseBiophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686of viscous resistance to network expansion (Eq. 1), the
movement of the cell boundaries generates stress on the nu-
cleus as the intervening network expands or compresses,
and movements of the nucleus boundary tend to follow
those of the cell boundaries. Assembly of new network at
the cortex has the effect of increasing the downward
compressive flow of network. Because the network is
assumed not to assemble at the cell-substratum interface
(except at the contact boundary), this flow causes an initial
vertical distension of the nucleus followed by a net transla-
tion of the nucleus toward the substratum (Fig. 1 C).
Although network assembly at the cortex is required to pre-
dict the initial rapid downward translation of the nucleus
given the assumed network viscosity, cell spreading and
the resulting nuclear flattening only requires an assumption
of network assembly at the contact boundary, as discussed
below. As shown in Fig. 9 D, the time-dependent nucleus
Nuclear Shaping 683height and width predicted by this model agree well with the
experimentally observed trends.
As detailed in Materials and Methods, our mechanical
model of the nucleus accounts for resistance to compres-
sion, and a resistance to nuclear envelope expansion that ac-
counts for an excess of surface area of the nuclear lamin
network above that of a smooth sphere with the same vol-
ume. This excess surface area is evident from the observed
undulations in the lamin network (44). As shown in Fig. 9 E,
the nuclear volume remained nearly constant during cell
spreading, but the apparent surface area of the nuclear enve-
lope increased; once the surface area expansion approached
the true surface area, further shape changes were minimal
because of the large mechanical resistance to further surface
area changes. Hence, a steady-state nuclear shape is reached
before spreading stops, consistent with our observations,
and the steady-state shape of the flattened nucleus depends
primarily on the stiffness of the nuclear lamina and the
excess surface area of the initially rounded nucleus. Without
the assumption of network flow from the cortex, the nucleus
is still predicted to flatten as the cell spreads because of the
vertical compression and horizontal expansion arising from
the moving cell boundaries (Fig. 10 A; Movie S4). However,
reproducing the relatively rapid approach and flattening of
the nucleus against the substratum early in cell-spreading
processes requires an assumption of network assembly
and flow from the apical cell cortex. Although the initial nu-
clear dynamics are similar, the fully spread model cell with
or without apical cortical network assembly appear very
similar at longer times. Hence, our results suggest that api-
cal cortical network assembly and flow is necessary to trans-
late the nucleus to the substratum early in spreading, but it is
not required to explain the ultimate flat nuclear shapes such
as those observed in experiments. Reproducing the observed
flattening dynamics therefore does not require the assump-
tion of continued network assembly at the apical cortex at
longer time (< ~25 min).
When the substratum adhesion frictional parameter h is
reduced, the speed of retrograde flow near the substratum in-
creases (consistent with the molecular clutch model (45)).
At a sufficiently low adhesion, cell spreading slows and
stops at a steady state before the cell can fully spread, and
the nucleus also stops flattening when the cell stops
spreading (Fig. 10 B; Movie S5). This result reinforces the
prediction that nucleus shape changes tend to follow cell
shape changes.
Interestingly, the predicted dynamics of nucleus spreading
do not depend significantly on the background tension of
network, as shown in the simulation results in Fig. 10 C
(Movie S6), where the network tension parameter sc was
set to zero. The differential stresses that cause nuclear shape
changes arise primarily from the resistance to expansion or
compression of the network, not from the background con-
tractile tension of the network, which is treated in this study
as a uniform tension that acts equally on all surfaces. The pre-dicted lack of dependence on contractile tension is consistent
with our experimental observation that inhibition of myosin
does not prevent nucleus flattening in spreading cells.
(It should be noted, however, that if sc were to vary spatially,
the contractility gradient ðVscÞ would drive local network
flow in the gradient direction.)
As mentioned above, the shape of the flattened nucleus
depends on the area stiffness of the nuclear surface. When
the area modulus was set to zero, the nucleus continued to
flatten as long as the cell continued spreading (Fig. 10 D;
Movie S7). This predicted behavior is consistent with
the increased nuclear flattening in LMNA/ MEFs
(Fig. 8). Because the nucleus can flatten without changing
volume, the dynamics of nucleus flattening did not signifi-
cantly depend on the value of volume (bulk) modulus of
the nucleus (see Materials and Methods for a fuller discus-
sion of sensitivity of the predictions to model parameters).
In summary, the key predictions of the model and simula-
tions are 1) distension/translation of the nucleus toward the
surface is driven by assembly of actin at the apical cortex, 2)
nuclear flattening is driven by stresses caused by cytoskeletal
network expansion/compression upon movement of the cell
boundaries, and 3) nuclear shape changes arising without
network contractile tension or stress fibers. Themodel predic-
tions therefore provide an explanation for the experimental
observations of nuclear flattening against the substratum
without significant actomyosin contractile tension.DISCUSSION
The flattened nucleus is a common feature of cultured cells,
but the mechanisms by which it is flattened have remained
obscure. There is mounting evidence that the cytoskeleton
exerts forces on the nucleus to position it (20,46–48). In
this study, however, we show that as long as the cell was
able to spread, inhibiting actomyosin forces, microtubule-
based forces and intermediate filaments, as well as the
LINC complex, did not prevent nuclear flattening. Remark-
ably, nuclear height correlated tightly with the degree of cell
spreading. Independent of the type of cytoskeletal force per-
turbed, the nucleus is flat unless the perturbation prevents
initial cell spreading, or rounds a spread cell.
This robust feature of nuclear shaping suggests that it is
the dynamic deformation of the cell shape itself that causes
nuclear flattening consistent with our previous results re-
porting reversible nuclear deformation caused by proximal
cell protrusions in migrating cells (49). The fact that the nu-
clear apex collapses during the nuclear flattening, opening
up a significant distance between the cell apex and the nu-
clear apex (on the order of a few microns), argues against
the cell cortex directly compressing the nucleus downward.
The near complete absence of apical actomyosin bundles
argues against any explanation for flattening that requires
a downward compressive force on the nuclear apex by large
actomyosin bundles (see, for example, (50)). That apicalBiophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686
FIGURE 10 Snapshots for simulation results for different parameters. (A) Simulation for case of no cytomatrix assembly at the cortex (assembly occurs
only at the contact boundary). Network assembly at the cortex is required for translation toward the substratum. (B) Simulation showing the effect of reduced
adhesion. Reducing adhesion allows retrograde flow at the substratum; ultimately the flow speed matches the speed of network assembly, yielding steady-
state cell and nucleus shapes. The nucleus shape changes cease when spreading stops. (C) Simulation with no contractile stress within the network ðsc ¼ 0Þ.
Nuclear flattening is predicted to arise from flow alone without requiring actomyosin contractile stresses in the network, consistent with the observation of
flattening under myosin inhibition. (D) Simulation of a cell with no resistance to nuclear lamina area expansion. Without area stiffness, the nucleus continues
to flatten at a nearly constant volume. (E) Plot of nuclear height (blue line), width (black line), and cell spreading area (green line) versus time for the cases
show in (A)–(D). (F) Plot of apparent nuclear surface area (blue line) and volume (green line) for cases (A)–(E). To see this figure in color, go online.
684 Li et al.fibers do not participate in the flattening process does not
argue against later distortion of the nucleus by fully devel-
oped actomyosin bundles as reported by others (51).
Neither intermediate filaments nor microtubules are
required for flattening. Finally, disruption of the LINC com-
plex via KASH4 overexpression failed to prevent nuclear
flattening. It slowed the rate of cell spreading, suggesting
perhaps that a coupled nuclear-cytoskeleton is required
for rapid F-actin polymerization, but it did not prevent
flattening over longer times. Given that myosin activity,Biophysical Journal 109(4) 670–686microtubules and vimentin intermediate filaments are not
required, that the LINC complex is dispensable is perhaps
not surprising. We have shown before that KASH4 overex-
pression results in rounded nuclear shapes in cells on poly-
acrylamide gels (52). This difference may be because of
possibly different cell spreading dynamics on gels versus
glass. We note that the cell spreading area in KASH4 cells
was lower on gels, suggesting that the relationship between
nuclear flattening and cell spreading is conserved on other
types of surfaces.
Nuclear Shaping 685Our computational model demonstrates that expansive/
compressive stresses arising from movement of the cell
boundaries and centripetal flow of cytoskeletal network
from the cell membrane is sufficient to explain translation
of the nucleus toward the substratum and subsequent flat-
tening against the substratum. The fact that the experimen-
tally observed flattening dynamics could be closely
reproduced using one constitutive equation (Eq. 1), a simple
model for cell mechanics, and one fitted parameter ðvaÞ pro-
vides strong support for the validity of the model assump-
tions. Moreover, the model successfully predicts a number
of experimental findings: the approach to a steady-state
flattened nuclear shape despite continued cell spreading,
nuclear flattening in the absence of actomyosin tension,
increased nuclear flattening in the absence of lamin A/C,
and the cessation of nuclear flattening upon the cessation
of cell spreading.
Consistent with the assumption that the nucleus is under
tension, we found that the volume of the nucleus decreased
in myosin-inhibited cells. However, our experiments show
that flattening is not a consequence of tension. As explained
by the computational model, flattening can instead arise
from the motion of the cell boundary transmitting stresses
to the nuclear surface because the intervening cytoskeletal
network resists expansion or compression. As a result, the
nuclear shape changes tend to mimic changes in cell shape
during cell spreading.
Interestingly, the presence of actomyosin contraction in
normal cells does not alter the dynamics of nuclear shape
changes during cell spreading. In the presence of contrac-
tion, the net stress on the nuclear surface in the absence of
any F-actin assembly from the membrane (such as in
serum-starved cells) is likely tensile. However, even if this
stress in the network is net compressive (such as when
myosin is inhibited), the differential stresses between apex
and sides of the nucleus that drive nuclear shape dynamics
during cell spreading are predicted to be similar (Fig. 10 C).
In summary, our results point to a surprisingly simple
mechanical system in cells for establishing nuclear shapes.
Our computational model suggests that nuclear shape
changes result from transmission of stress from the moving
cell boundary to the nuclear surface because of frictional
resistance to expansion/compression of the intervening
cytoskeletal network. Nuclear shaping are thus driven by
cell shape changes.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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